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We are flux® We love designer furniture.

We also love things that are simple, 

sustainable and flexible.

Our furniture combines all of 

these things, and even comes

in easy-to-store packages. Handy.

In this catalogue you can find the complete

flux collection. Have a read; it will help you 

get to know us a little better.
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The flux chair. Our award-winning design. 

Looks like a giant envelope; 

turns into a designer chair. Simple.

awards selected by MoMA San Fransisco

 German Promotional Gift of the Year 2012

 Grand Designs Product of the Year 2011

 Accent on Design Award 2011

 New Venture Award 2009

 Philips Innovation Award 2009

 

One craftily cut piece of sustainable polypropylene; 

eight modern colours to choose from; 

zero tools necessary.

weight 5 kg

weight limit 160 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colours  
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Our flux pops are smart, multi-tasking 
little boxes of design goodness.

They can be used as designer stools or side tables 

and with their seven contemporary chalk-tones, 

they effortlessly blend into any interior.

weight 2,1 kg

weight limit 140 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colours see image 
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weight 2,3 kg

weight limit 90 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colours

  

The flux junior is the flux chair -

but then for kids. It’s an identical, 

mini version of the original flux chair.

Choose from six colours: 

three that match its older sibling, 

and three new, child-friendly colours.
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The flux plumo’s exciting, curvy shape 
is folded from a single sheet.

This highly flexible material mimics the light-effect of frosted glass, 

but combines it with a sustainable, small packaging and a friendly price. 

What’s not to love?

The flux plumo is designed by Hungarian designer Farkas Pongrácz. 

and available in three versions.

sizes wall  W40xL30xH24

 pendant60  W60xL46xH36cm

 pendant80  W80xL60xH48cm, 

shade ‘folded glass’ polypropylene plastic 

 with a metal press-stud

suspension silicone lampholder with braided white wire.

light source max 20 W energy saving (= 100 W conventional) 

certifications CE 

  

flux plumo pendant80

flux plumo pendant60
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flux column (high table)

weight 11 kg

weight limit 100 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

  

flux pillar (bar stool with footrest)

weight 4,7 kg

weight limit 140 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

  

The flux column and pillar are the first 
foldable high table and bar stool 
that really hold their own as design pieces.

They’re even fully customizable and easy to light from within. 

More importantly, at 25 mm when folded, they’re over 80% 

flatter than anything else out there. 
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flux coffee small

weight 4,3 kg (W60xB60xH40)

weight limit 100 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

flux coffee big

weight 6,1 kg (W80xB60xH40)

weight limit 100 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

  

The flux coffee is a stylish low table
that matches the flux chair perfectly  
(or any chair for that matter).

Each table is fully customizable and easy to light from within -

which makes for a great presentation platform or booth table. 

It’s available in two sizes that both fold down to a superflat package. 

flux coffee big

flux coffee small
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flux counter

weight 13 kg

weight limit 90 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

The flux counter serves you perfectly as a 
mobile place of business. It’s wide enough
to address two people at the same time and 
it has a shelf to keep the top clutter-free. 

The front pane is nice and large, which makes it the perfect spot 

to highlight your brand with customization. 
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flux tablet tower

weight 5 kg

material weatherproof polypropylene

colour pure white

The flux tablet tower is an elegant interactive 
communication console. Or simply put -
a really cool way to engage your customers.

The custom foam interior can cradle tablets up to 11” in horizontal 

or vertical orientation. A lock at the back keeps your tablet safe. 
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Our flux chair cushions are designed to fit 
neatly into the shell of the flux chair
and make a comfy seat even comfier. 

The flux wall-mount means you can store 
a whole bunch of chairs, juniors or pops
flat against your wall. Handy.

And with four different colours, you can either match your cushion 

with your chair for a simple-but-elegant look, or mix it up 

with contrasting colours for a casual take on comfort.

Just fold them, hook them onto the zinc-plated wallmount, 

and pull the hardy polyester strap down to keep them flat. 

It’s 21st century living all over.

material Acrylic cover.

 Teflon treated to easily remove stains. 

 High quality foam (38 kg/m3).

colours
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Customization is a great way to make our 
furniture uniquely yours. From a subtle 
embossing to a flashy all-over print, 
just let your imagination run wild.

Embossing

A very stylish way of customizing is embossing. We engrave your logo 

on the inside of the product. The result is subtly visible on the outside, 

like a shadow. When the piece is lit up from within - easily done with 

our LED-eggs - the logo and the foldlines light up.

Printing

The beauty of making products that can be folded flat, is that you 

can easily print on them. You just have to find a very large printer 

(which we did). 

We use super high quality full colour UV resistant fantastic turbo ink, 

so no worries in that area. Just see our furniture as your own curvy, 

3-dimensional blank canvas.

Embossable products:    column, pillar, coffee small & big

  

Printable products:    all
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Dimensions of all our products,
in one place. Handy.
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flux  wall-mount

flux  chair
in-/outdoor chair

® flux  pillar flux  counter

flux  cushion

bar stool   mobile counter

mobile tablet console

extra comfort for flux chair

flux  junior 
children’s chair

® ® ®

®

®

flux  column

flux  coffee

storage system   

high table   

low table

®

®

®

flux pop 
stool / sidetable

®

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FCH0001

ice blue
PMS 545
item no.
FCH0008

pebble grey
RAL 7032
item no.
FCH0002

lemon lime
RAL 1012
item no.
FCH0007

bright orange
RAL 2004
item no.
FCH0005

classic red
RAL 3020
item no.
FCH0006

anthracite grey
RAL 7016
item no.
FCH0003

jet black
RAL 9005
item no.
FCH0004

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FJU0001

lemon lime
RAL 1012
item no.
FJU0002

sky blue
RAL 5015
item no.
FJU0003

rosy pink
PMS 7424U
item no.
FJU0004

camouflage green
RAL 6013
item no.
FJU0005

anthracite grey
RAL 7016
item no.
FJU0006

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FPO0001

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FPX0001

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FCU0001

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FCO0001

pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FTT0001

small € 219
pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FCS0001

big € 319
pure white
RAL 9016
item no.
FCB0001

pebble grey
RAL 7032
item no.
FPO0002

petrol blue
PMS 5483
item no.
FPO0003

anthracite grey
RAL 7016
item no.
FPO0004

yellow ochre
PMS 110
item no.
FPO0005

dark red
PMS 1805
item no.
FPO0007

pale green
PMS 577
item no.
FPO0006

pebble grey
RAL 7032
item no.
FCC0003

anthracite grey
RAL 7016
item no.
FCC0002

lemon lime
RAL 1012
item no.
FCC0004

classic red
RAL 3020
item no.
FCC0005

black / 
zinc-plated
item no.
FCW0001
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flux  tablet tower

customization

embossing
EMB0001

printing
FCP0001

on request

on request



®

Flux Furniture BV     

Westerstraat 187  1015 MA  Amsterdam  the Netherlands

T +31 (0)20 8203696  F +31 (0)20 8203697

info@fluxfurniture.com  facebook.com/fluxfurniture  @fluxfurniture

fluxfurniture.com


